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Words with Racial Undertones 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3EKtHkYe-vI



WHAT IS YOUR FIRST THOUGHT WHEN YOU 
SEE THIS WORD?

BLACK



WHAT IS YOUR FIRST THOUGHT WHEN YOU 
SEE THIS WORD?

WHITE



WHAT IS YOUR FIRST THOUGHT WHEN YOU 
SEE THIS WORD?

NIGGER



WHAT IS YOUR FIRST THOUGHT WHEN YOU 
SEE THIS WORD?

NIGGA



CNN VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFnF1c2Tbfw



Definition

NIGGER

-A euphemism for African American people that originated in the early 1800s 
used as an insulting and contemptuous term (ie. a racial slur)



“ER” vs “A” Debate

African Americans have at some point (through hip hop culture, through 
AAVE, slang) transformed the word to have less power than it once did.  There 
is a long standing debate regarding the N word in which it has been deemed 
okay in some ways to say it ending in an “A” sound, vs. the “ER” sound which 
would denote the same context of racism.



Is there really any difference?

Julian Curry-Nigger Niggas and Niggaz

Def Poetry Jam

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wD-UpHlB9no



Intra vs. Inter Debate

Intra Community

-debate within AfAm community (between college educated and non 
educated, between older generations and millennials)

Inter Community

-debate amongst black and non-black people (read mostly white but also 
other non-black POC)



Proponents say…

Members of the African American community have now adapted the word to 
mean a term of endearment (turns a negative into a positive)

• Tupac Shakur- Never Ignorant Getting Goals Accomplished

• NWA-Niggas Wit Attitude



Opposers say…

The word has very dangerous and detrimental historical roots tied to American 
slavery and segregation in Jim Crow South and should therefore be abolished 
indefinitely for the trauma that it triggers and incites in people.



QUOTE

• “I imagine one of the reasons people cling to their hate so stubbornly is 
because they sense, once hate is gone, they will be forced to deal with the 
pain”

-James Baldwin



Can I use it?

•Do you have AAA?

• Authority

• Access

• Agency



Authority

-Power to influence or command

Consider This: Who holds power over the word.  Who will feel the greatest 
effect of the word?



Access

-Freedom, ability, or permission

Consider This: (Think about the conditions of your environment ie. Need for 
code switching.  Would there be celebration or consequence of your use of the 
word in any context



Ta-nehisi Coates explaining all words are not 
for everyone



Agency

-Exertion of power

Consider This:

1. Examine your own position. 

2. Recognize your proximity (level of privilege)



Who should control usage of the word?

Marc Lamont Hill, Ben Ferguson, Trinidad James speak with Don Lemon

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SY7rSpc1Pws


